To Play My Part in the Lila
An Interview With Tom O’Brien
Note: This was the first interview done
for this issue, and it was subsequently
sent around to about a dozen
Aurovilians in the USA as a touchstone
for their responses.

was particularly painful. In a sense, I
left to get a better perspective on
myself, yoga, and my own life direction.

Gordonz Wby did you leave

face when you came back to the USA?

Auroville?
Tom: Well, I left being a resident of

Auroville in 1979, but Auroville is still
within my heart and I feel deeply
connected to it.
First of all, it was very difficult to
leave Auroville. It was a struggle to
make that decision because I felt so
hopeful and in love with Auroville to
begin. There were obvious worldly
problems that contributed to my
decision, such as that I missed my
family; my father was in his mid-705
and I wanted to see him before he
passed away.
In addition, I had no money. In fact
I had spent the money I had put aside
for my return fare and had to borrow
from a brother-in-law just to fly back.
As much as I wanted to give everything to Auroville and did, I had no
trust fund nor financial support to lean
on. During those years in Auroville,
there were a lot of financial crises
going on, but some people seemed to
have resources. I didn’t. I didn’t feel
comfortable living in a state of poverty.
Those were some of the practical
considerations.
Another thing is that I’m a homosexual, and I felt, when I went to
Auroville, that I was going to be
celebate. It seemed to be the most
yogic thing I could do, and Yoga was/
is the central thread of my life. Also, I
didn’t feel a part of the gay scene in
70’s America. When I went to
Auroville it was with the intention that
this was my home and that I would try
to live a life of brahmacharaya. But I
struggled with that. I still longed for
some kind of relationship, and it didn’t
seem like it would happen in Auroville.
.That was another very personal reason.
In addition, the collective process
was quite chaotic then. I felt tossed
around by factions and dizzy with the
instability-the split with the Ashram

Gordon: What difficulties did you
Tom: I felt like a foreigner when I
returned. I had traveled through
Europe, The Middle East, and Asia
before reaching Auroville and was
accustomed to being in foreign
countries. I had been away for about
three years but was somewhat amazed
and surprized to get to New York and
feel like a foreigner again-this just
didn’t seem like my culture. That was
a bewildering experience, because I
was raised in America. And yet, had
gone through such changes and soulsearching, living in India, that I didn’t
feel like an American. Out of that
sprung a lot of difficulties: How am I
going to make a living? Where will I
live? What kind of life am I going to
live (now that I’m in this foreign
country)?
Gordon: Yes, I felt the same thingyou arrived back and you were kind of
a blank slate. One of the reasons I left
was that I had never done anything in
the USA, never held a job, and yet all
my training, especially as a man, up
until the age of 22, was that I would
get a job one day. So there were those
inner expectations . . . that I had to
somehow prove myself.
Tom: J can recall struggling with this

issue when I was in Auroville and
being quite confused. I was raised to
go to college and become a professional of some kind, and then I tabled
that approach to life. I was really a
flower child of the 60’s, and in the 70’s
was a teacher, librarian, activist. . .
lived at Matagiri, and basically did not
get on this career spiral track, because I
felt that what was important was
consciousness and helping to create a
new world.
But when I came back, I felt that I
had to do something about those
traditional goals. Looking back now, I
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25 years after the founding of
Auroville, Collaboration decided to
contact former and current
residents of the physical/psychic
community to get their reflections
on their experience. If we missed
you or you didn’t have the time,
please be encouraged to send us
your thoughts on the questions
that are addressed in the following
articles and interviews.

can see that it created a lot of confusion . . . confusion about values,
priorities and social expectations. It
took years to sort out.
Gordon: Do you mean, returning and

trying to find how you can fit the
Auroville ideal into concrete contributions in this country?

I had been away for
about three years but
was somewhat
amazed and
surprized to get to
New York and feel
like a foreigner
again-this just
didn’t seem like my
culture.
Tom: That’s right. That’s right. When

I initially came back, I had no idea how
to do that-or how I could even begin.
After a few months of being here and
staying with friends and family and
working odd jobs, I decided to return
to Matagiri. The emotional and
spiritual support of other devotees of
Sri Aurobindo and the Mother was
very important. While living at
Matagiri I landed a job teaching
emotionally disturbed children in
Woodstock and making an extremely
low salary by American standards. But
given my mindset of poverty, it didn’t
matter. It was more than I had, and I
gave everything to Matagiri anyway.
Gordon: I had a similar experience.

On my first job I was offered a salary
of $11,000, and I said, “Of course,” not
realizing . . .

was real continned that the sadhana
was also real, and that it was, indeed, a
good time (the right time) to be alive.
During a conversation with an
acquaintance in New Mexico, I heard
the Mother mentioned for the first
time. The room filled with a white
opalescent light and I saw her standing
on her balcony giving darshan. There
was no doubt that I would be going to
India.

Home
I arrived in Auroville in the summer of
‘68. The first part of my life’s journey
was at an end. Even before birth,
Auroville had been my destination. I
was home. (I often marvelled at the
people who, after making the pilgrimage out to the Center, found that
landscape to be empty and disappointing.)
As in a fairy tale, where the hero
spends an adventurous life searching
for the Sacred Mountain and one day
arrives, only to face another truth: one
must then make the ascent...1 soon
realized that I needed to know my
place within the creation of Auroville.
One morning in the fall of ‘68, I awoke
into a vision. I saw my life transforming, unfolding, expanding until it
became Auroville. And I saw innumerable other lives unfolding, interpenetrating one another - each an
Auroville - flowering into an integral,
rich and complex being.

The room filled
with a white
opalescent light
and I saw her
standing on her
balcony giving
darshan. There
was no doubt
that I would be
going to India.
This, then is the definition of “spiritual
anarchy”. Each of us contains and
completes all of us. By faithfully
following the curve of our own lives,
we arrive at the common goal. One
can never be out of place in Auroville
- since each one of us is a place in

Auroville.
From the moment I arrived, I felt
the fullness of Auroville. I had already
become familiar with a subtle physical
city where we live together (regardless
of where our physical bodies may be
located). The land of Auroville was
clearly the site where this subtle reality
was manifesting, externalizing. I
recognized it because (in a subtle
sense) I was already there. In a
concrete way that I have not experienced elsewhere, I felt around me the
prescence of all the beings I knew and
loved so intimately (though may never
have met).
Often their faces and forms would
appear unexpectedly out of the akasha,
and often I would later (sometimes
years later) see them physically cycling
up the road to the Center, getting off
the bus, sitting in the Indian Coffee
House. Old friends who had also
found their way home.

Who Is An Aurovilian?
It should be clear then that I feel it is in
the nature of things that one either is or
is not an Aurovilian. It has nothing to
do with whether or not one actually
resides physically in Auroville. (or
whether one has been “accepted”) The
present people who live there are not
the community of Auroville-they are
representatives of the community of
Auroville (though, one must add, they
are the legitimate representatives).
Most Aurovilians do not live there.
The physical realization of the city
of Auroville is vitally important. It is
inevitable. But we do not understand
everything that needs to be done to
make that realization possible. Those
who live “outside” of Auroville are
grateful to those who live there. On
the other hand, life in Auroville is
supported to a great extent by the
karmayoga of innumerable other
persons scattered about the earth.
From what I have seen, I believe that,
for the time being, work done in Santa
Cruz is at least as effective as work
done in Kottakarai.
So...to the question. Why after ten
years did I return to America? Hopefully, I am still following the true curve
of my life. All other answers are
rationalizations. I have experienced no
discontinuity in my spiritual life. I do
not feel separated from other
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Aurovilians. The sacredness of the
earth, the immediacy of Sri Aurobindo
and the Mother, remain unchanged.
Life in America has been good for
Iris and me. We have been able to
continue to work with and associate
with other Aurovilians. We have
provided a healthy life and a quality
education for our children (which, for
us, takes priority over most other
things).

Being an
Aurovilian is an
inevitability for us.
It is the tragic/
comic fact of our
existence on the
earth at this time.
There is no getting
out of it.
I have returned to Auroville three
times in the past fifteen years, most
recently in August this year with my
son, Gopala. I do not feel that, being
“outside,” I have fallen behind any in
the collective sadhana.
As a board member of Auroville
International, I maintain some involvement with Auroville’s development
(though, as such, I do not fool myself
that I am fulfilling some indispensable
role).
In short, it is difficult to speak of
life outside of Auroville, because I
have never really been outside of
Auroville. As an Aurovilian, I am at
home anywhere in the world - I am a
citizen of the earth. On the other hand,
if Auroville did not exist - life itself
would be unbearable, impossible.
Constance lives in Santa Gruz,
California.
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Spiritual anarchy by committee.
Ok, monkey mind thought it. No
Up the spiral staircase with
lightning. The crystal didn’t break. It’s
Dhanalakshmi’s daughter, Achana, in
still there, glowing. Just sit and look . .
front playing hide and seek in the
construction niches. Halfway up we
Later, coming back down to land,
leave our sandals. The million green
Achana is hiding again and here comes
trees of Auroville are out there, seen
Shyamsundar, taking his nightly
between openings in the cement skin.
constitutional. The man who took my
We’re silent now.
photo to Mother so I could be approved; the man who signed my
At the top, we are given strange
socks to put on-of
official orange and
course-to keep the
white Auroville
red Auroville dirt
As 1 watch, the light membership card; the
off the marble floor.
man who is still the
fades. It’s evening center
We walk in and it’s
of so much
and overhead lights controversy for his
an echo chamber, “a
musical
are switched on. As I role in the Sri
instrument,”
Society
watch, for a moment, Aurobindo
someone called it.
vs. Auroville battles.
the crystal seems to Of course, says
More like a
microphone. The
Auroville mind, he
expand and the
slightest sound
has to come along
chamber move.
reverberates. I put a
now, right after your
cushion on the first visit to the room.
; _c
marble, and its “whump” roils around
He recognizes me. We clasp hands.
the walls like a rumbled whisper.
“After a long time,” is all I can think of
Then I look up and it’s true: a thin
to say.
shaft of light pierces the center of the
chamber and the crystal which rests on
Aspiration, July 22: In search of a
Sri Aurobindo’s symbol+r seems to
past, I pause in the heat. On my bed, at
rest there. It appears to be lit from
mid-day, after yet another shower,
beneath, or from within.
letting the fan dry me, before the
It’s hot. No air-conditioning yet.
stickiness begins again, before the little
Small sounds enter the chamber and
ticks on the skin begin, the twinges that
ping-pong around it. I can’t take my
mean mosquito-or fly-or sand
eyes off the crystal, so dark and light at
grain-or. . . nothing.
the same time, like a planet in a movie.
How did I do this, hot season after
There seems to be a thin layer of dust
hot season, March to November;
months of watching clouds roll in and
on it. Why not, this is a construction
roll out, hoping somehow that the
site.
magic cloud would come to drop rain
As I watch, the light fades. It’s
that would make it cool forever? How
evening and overhead lights are
did I make it through the heat?
switched on. As I watch, for a
Somehow. Just barely. It flattened me
moment, the crystal seems to expand
again and again until I could hardly
and the chamber move. My eyes have
make it back from Pondy on my
lost their focus.
bicycle-like today, coming back.
I look at the pillars-a little
This was my life, and I slip back
artificial somehow alongside the
into it so easily. The Tamil language
exquisiteness of the marble and crystal.
returns as does the knowledge of small
But hey, it’s here, says Auroville mind.
tricks of living in Auroville. Like
Let’s not think about the huge
shaking your towel out to clear it of red
contraption of cement that has been
ants; or where to buy a fold-up mat in
built to go around it, to protect it. Ok,
Pondy; or get the best kulji (Indian ice
says American monkey mind, let’s
cream).
think about it. Why couldn’t they have
But what doesn’t return is that spark
started with just this room in a simple
that sustained me through the heat, that
structure. Done. Completed. Maybe
spark of discovery or curiosity, or
the crystal is already here for 15 years.
whatever it was. Before, there was
Millions of rupees saved. No tourist
always a minor epiphany, the magic of
inundation. Just a room to concentrate
a moonlit night, the quiet of an Ashram
in, and gardens full of flowers.
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street, even just the onrush of the sea
breeze at 4 p.m. in the afternoon, or the
sight of a rice paddy-some special
moment or feeling that made up forthedust and heat. Perhaps I ran through
my quota of those moments. Perhaps
living in the USA and “growing up”
has squeezed my romanticism into a
tiny corner of my consciousness. But
that which formerly seemed strangely
wonderful in India and Auroville no
longer does so.
July 24: We return to “Udayam,” the

house we built to live in with 16 Tarnil
children. The compound is now
overgrown, dusty jungle. Hey, did we
plant that mango tree? Maybe. But
where is the tree, the Bo tree &was
the center of our house?.‘Finally we
find part of the cement floor, all that’s
left. The tree has been cut down.
This was going to be our
educational environment, along with
the Tibetan house next door, a place
where education and life were not
separated. That was before the big
split, before the Aspiration school was
tom apart to keep Sri Aurobindo
Society people from teaching there,
before our kids’ parents, who were
brought into Auroville by the Society,
claimed the tamarind trees next door
and spent three days in a stand-off with
the French people who wouldn’t let
them harvest the sour brown tamarind
fruits.
There is a bitterness here that won’t
go away, the taste of idealism and hard
work not fully realized. I’ve never
really forgiven certain Aurovilians for
the loss of that garden and that
educational experiment. And I’ve
never quite forgiven myself for letting
it happen.
July 25: In search of myself, it’s been,

perhaps, too long-1 can’t find me
anymore because then I was a shadow
looking for form. The shadow that I
was didn’t know how to talk in
meetings and couldn’t take a stand.
Now I go to a teacher’s meeting at
Transition and am willing to talk too
much. Now my American mind knows
what I think about things in Auroville
that, when I was here, were too new
and mysterious.
In search of myself it’s really two
questions: (1) “Why did you leave?“this from westerners who are

~wondering if my answers will be the
same as their own secret reasons that
tug at them (Tamilians don’t ask
because they know why one would
leave-theirs is only a sadness of a
kind); (2) “Will you come back?”
Come back to be “somebody in
particular,” as Johnny says to me,
standing in his rolled up dhoti,
bearded, turbaned, barefooted,
plunging a crowbar into the red earth to
dig yet another tree pit.
The old romantic Auroville
archetype-leading a life beyond the
limits of west and east, forging some
new identity in the heat and dust. It’s
the last question that skulks in some
comer of my consciousness and comes
out at night, so that many of my
dreams still take place in some strange
approximation of Auroville. Even
though the answer is no for now, the
question will be there for as long as
Auroville is.

were religious zealots; the French were
fanatics. Everyone gravitated to their
caste and circled the wagon trains.
Not again. I write a letter to the
Auroville News expressing my refusal
to be a part of this division between
pure and impure. It’s August 15th, I
note, the birthday of an Ashramite, not
an Aurovilian.
And there are many Aurovilians
who agree with me. Yet, the decision
to stop the chanting was made and
accepted. Big question: who’s in
charge around here? There is the
working committee that is supposed to
make decisions, but everyone in the
community is free to ignore them, and
there is no enforcement. When X
blocks a road saying the tourist traffic
is too dangerous, the working
committee goes there to convince him
to unblock it. He ignores them and
finally the Indian government’s chief
secretary for Auroville comes along,
tears down the barricade, and there is a
July 27: The last thing I expected was
shouting match. X winds up in jail, the
to be involved
chief secretary
in a political
winds up
Come back to be,
issue, vet I am.
insulted, and
Asked-to play
“somebody in particular,” Aurovilians
the flute at the
shake their heads
Johrmy says to me,
opening of the
and go ‘Itch, tch.”
s’lranamg
~- -I9
in his rolled up
Darshan
Is this total
program at the
freedom what
dhoti.
bearded.
turbaneb.
amphitheater
wanted
bar&footed, plunging a ’ Mother
for Auroville, a
on August 15,
crowbar into the red earth spiritual anarchy
I agreed. Then
would lead to
I found out
to dig yet another tree pit. that
the
rule
of a
that the
higher
woman who
consciousness? A handful of people
taught me to chant “Om Namo
can work their will on the majority. To
Bhagavate” years ago, an Ashramite,
my American monkey mind, this
who was to lead a group of Aurovilians
seems like immaturity, seems like
in chanting on the 15th has been asked
Auroville
not wanting to undertake the
not to because. . . well, because she is
difficult task of community building,
an Ashramite and this is an Auroville
which involves compromise and
affair. The guardians of orthodoxy
submitting to an authority one may
decided, somehow, that I was
disagree with.
Aurovilian enough to still be able to
If you can’t govern yourself, then
play.
someone else will do it for you, and
Even though a friend tells me that
that’s exactly what the chief secretary
by playing I will stand up for diversity
seems inclined to do. Many of the
and the right of “outsiders” to
Indian residents of Auroville silently
participate in Auroville, it doesn’t take
appreciate his decisions and say
my monkey mind long to decide: I
privately that Auroville has to accept
refuse to be a part of religious sectariits ties to the Indian government. But a
anism like this that divides us into
lot of westerners want to live free or
castes. This is what happened in the
die. This is deja VU for me, a
70’s. Aurovilians were unspiritual,
reincarnation of some of the same
materialistic westerners; Ashramites
issues behind the Sri Aurobindo
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Society vs. Auroville confrontation of
the 70’s and 80’s.
So we go to see Maggi Liddchi.
Maggi who brought me to see Mother
for the first time and who has been
involved with numerous Auroville and
Ashram projects. We sit in her
courtyard at dusk and she looks long
and deeply at us. Perhaps it’s my
imagination, but she herself looks more
like Mother as the years pass. My
monkey mind expects some
conversation, but there is none. “I say
less and less all the time,” she explains,
before we settle into a long silence.
The Ashram streets are still relatively
quiet at night. My monkey mind finds
a branch to cling to and stay put for a
while. I remember why I’m here.
July 30: Aurovihtis: Noun (1) The

urge to drop everything and go to
Auroville in order to finish some
undefined things not previously
completed, (2) The feeling that time
spent in Auroville is more real (and yet
magical) than time spent elsewhere; (3)
A variation of ‘Raj nostalgia’; (4) A
sincere aspiration for a new
consciousness.
August 1: Maybe I left Auroville

because I ran out of reasons to stay.
There are always plenty of excuses to
leave. Returning, they seem to leap out
at me around every curve of the road. I
ran into one of these minor demons
yesterday in Shamga: the curse of neocolonialism.
Even though I will extol1 Auroville
as perhaps the only place in the world
where first and third worlders are
thrown together in a community soup,
and even though I speak Tamil well
enough not be a typical Auroville
suheb, in practice I can’t tolerate
having to deal with Tamilians as
servants and workers. I can’t quite
accept the big white houses with ponds
next to them (Don’t I have a swimming
pool? Am I a hypocrite?) and ant
moats encircling them, with fairhaired, naked babies playing under the
watchful eyes of Tamil ammas.
This is truly my American monkey
mind at work, I know, but I can’t stop
it. There are 2000 servants and
workers in Auroville (excluding the
700 workers who turn the Matrimandir
into what looks like a set for a
Hollywood Biblical epic during the

day). There are about 550 adult
Aurovilians. Auroville is a colonial
creature pulling in more and more
Tamil villagers all the time. People
say that Tamilians are moving into the
surrounding villages so that they can
work for Auroville.
I can understand the reasons for
this, can even appreciate it as
potentially beneficial for the workers,
but something in me can’t deal with the
descrepancies between the big houses
and mud huts, can’t deal with someone
who’s paid 30 rupees (one dollar) a
day. It’s just me and one more of my
demons herding me toward the Madras
airport.
August 11: Free writing: Ahem,

aham, a hum, a throb, am off running,
ranting, raving, wondering, waving,
waking. . . the taste of all my days
lingers in this evening, here on a road
in Auroville, the road I’ve been down
so many times, and the same trees go
by the red parched earth so prayed
over, now planted with trees, yet still
barren of cover. How the rain would
wash it, bathe it, prepare it; how the
rain that rumbles away to the edges of
the world. What can I make of time
forgotten, lost on this road, scattered
beside it like seeds not watered?
Discarded days of drowsy heat.
Discarded moments unattended. Time
that throws up shapes and ghosts who
flit among the trees along this road,
mocking, “You were here, you were
here.”
August 15: There’s a new, organized

system in the Ashram this year to
alleviate the long queues for entrance
to Sri Aurobindo’s room. You sign up
for a certain half-hour time slot along
with a limited number of devotees.
Ours is from 9:30-10, just before the
meditation. We’re here on time, sitting
in a line on the mats that completely
cover the street behind the Ashram,
protected from the sun by canopies.
My American monkey mind is
working hard, watching the elderly
Tamil lady in front of us whose son
went off some time ago to buy flowers
to take up. She’s getting anxious.
There seem to be more and more
Tamilians at Darshan. Is this part of a
trend? ‘OM Namo Bhagavate, OM
Namo Bhagavate.’ It’s still hot. The
Ashram school students who are

running this part of the system are
having a good time, walking up and
down, guiding people in, having urgent
discussions about how the thing should
work. ‘OM Namo Bhagavate, OM
Namo Bhagavate.’
I remember all the other queues for
Darshan I’ve been in, all the
expectations of queue life: that
something of Mother and Sri
Aurobindo, those two extraordinary
beings, will flow from their rooms into
my body as I walk through. ‘OM
Namo Bhagavate, OM Namo
Bhagavate.’
All these faces seem so familiar, are
so familiar. Even though we’ve never
spoken, our eyes have met for a split
second years ago, maybe lives ago,
then again, and now. This could be the
same queue I was in outside Mother’s
room that very first time; or the huge
queue on Sri Aurobindo’s centenial; or
Mother’s centenial. Maybe my life in
India was an innummerable queue,
waiting through the heat for the
moment when the effect of the heat
drops away. ‘OM Namo Bhagavate,
OM Namo Bhagavate.’ Something
drops away.
Here on the mat, waiting, with the
help of the mantra, something drops
away. ‘OM Namo Bhagavate, OM
Namo Bhagavate.’ Monkey mind stops
chewing on itself and something drops
away. I’m in a wide space where
everything is the same and yet not.
Suddenly, everything is accepted:
whatever I did or didn’t do in
Auroville; whatever I did or didn’t do
in the USA. ‘OM Namo Bhagavate,
OM Namo Bhagavate.’ The monkey’s
off my back.
It stays off all morning. I file into
the thronged courtyard, hand my chit to
a familiar face, go up the familiar
stairs, and through his room. The chair
has been reappolstered, the room
arranged in a way that Champaklal
remembered more clearly. Before
descending, Nirodbaran hands me the
Darshan birthday card. On it is
written, “OM Namo Bhagavate Sri
Aravindaiya.”
August 16, Madras Airport: Leaving.
Innumerable security checks. The final
queues. Last night they asked me
suddenly to play flute on the roof at
Pitanga, as part of the Darshan arts
program, and I accepted, accompanied

by a wonderful tanpura and an
Aurovilian couple clearly running on
ecstasy plus. The lights were very
bright, too bright to see the audience
who remained so respectfully silent
that I hardly knew they were out there.
The bugs loved the lights and crawled
on my neck and, at one point, almost
into my mouth. Afterwards, no one
said a word. In the semi-darkness I
recognized barely five people in the
place and realized that I’d been going
around visiting those known from
before and had missed all of these
people. But it was good to play.
Something else dropped away.
Saxtons River, August 18: I’m here,

glad to be back, glad the heat’s over,
glad, yes, that I don’t live in
Auroville-for now. As for all those
years . . . well, maybe we still do live
in Auroville on some occult plane, the
level that keeps invading my dreams
with strange houses, dusty roads and
familiar faces.
But we definitely live in Auroville
on the human plane, when we are with
people we’ve known for 25 years.
Most of them are absent from this
published version of the journal, but
they are the reason we returned to
Auroville and will continue to return.
They are the reason we go to A.U.M.‘s
and will continue to go-they and all
of that “Auroness,” all that time and
consciousness spent together in various
stages of aspiration, that wraps around
us an invisible filiment too strong to
ever break.
Gordon Korstange is the Editor of

Collaboration and lives in Saxtons
River, Vermont.

~The Cry Of The Earth- The Vision and Work
of Sri Aurobindo
(Address to the Parliament of World Religions, Chicago, September 2,1993)
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By C. V. Devan Nair
NOT THE ONLY ONE
gripped by unease wben
expected to explain Sri
Aurobindo. Asked to write a twelve
page article on tbe subject, Satprem, a
disciple of Sri Aurobmdo’s great
exemplar, the Mother, bad approached
her with similar disquiet. The Motber’s
reply : “They want twelve pages? I
would say it in one sentence: ‘Because
it’s the Truth of my being.’ To start
writing pages on that is pure chatter.”
Mother would understand if I
simply read her seven-word sentence
and walked off tbis platform. I’m afraid
you wouldn’t. Neither would the
conveners of this Parliament. But I
know she appreciates the singular
dfticulty which faces anybody who
seeks to express a truth of experience,
in tbe linear logic of work-a-day
language. One recalls an aphorism of
Sri Aurobindo’s: “Science talks and
behaves as if it bad conquered all
knowledge. Wisdom, as she walks,
bears her solitary tread echoing on the
margin of immeasurable Oceans.”
We encounter that truth of being
only on our inner roads. And there are
as many inner roads as there are human
beings. In Sri Aurobindo’s words :
“Earth’s million roads struggled
towards deity.”
And, one sees, quite naturally, tbe
abysmal folly of bigotries of dogma
and creed which continue to blight the
roads of spiritual endeavor on our
planet.

A Wind Tunnel of
Gossip
The almost universal devaluation of
words and language in our times does
not make our predicament any easier.
Even poetry is sometimes supplanted
by sound-bytes. Some of the last words
jotted down by a distinguisbed man of
modem European letters come to mind.
I quote from Ionesco’s Jountal :

“[words] no longer have any vital
in tbe stomach, as arises from severe
significance for me. Words have killed
colic, and made me feel like rushing to
images or are concealing them. A
poor Jesus with a bottle of Peptocivilization of words is a civilization
Bismol.
distraught. . . The fact is that words
Alas - no mould of dogma or
say nothing . . . There are no words for
denomination fits tbe Great Experience
the deepest experience.”
tbat once walked our earth in the body
George Steiner drove tbe point
and vesture of Christ. Nor other such
home : “We live in a culture which is,
great experiences. None possibly can.
increasingly, a wind-tunnel of gossip;
With stunning clarity, Sri Aurobindo
gossip that reaches from theology and
tells us why : “The secret of the lotus,”
politics to an unprecedented noising of
he cabnly observed, “is not to be found
private concerns (the psychoanalytic
by analysing the mud from which it
process is tbe high rhetoric of gossip).
grows.”
. . . . . . . In bow much of what is now
Mud, air, water, some rays of sun,
pouring forth do words become tbe
plus a mysterious something else
word - and where is the silence
combine in an unknown alchemy to
needed if we are to hear that metamorcreate what Satprem called a site of
phosis?”
convergence, a point of transmutation
Other persons of great learning, who
- and the lotus blooms in an incredbad begun with the belief that Truth
ible harmony of form, color, beauty resides in our libraries, have also ended
a living message from an unseen
in impotent despair. We know that
Glory.
most of our media vie with one another
But, as is natural to specialists of
to excel as chroniclers of chaos; they
mud, we revel in slush. And, not
have
forgotten
bow to
I had come in just at the point an actor
chronicle
was portraying Christ’s agony in the
anything
garden of Gethsamane. It turned out to
else. We
note that
be a remarkably convincing depiction of

agd

number
of our
best-

an excruciating cramp in the stomach,
as arises from severe colic, and made
me feel like rushing to poor &us with a
bottle of Pepto-Bismol.

selling
autbors
cater to
an ever-growing market of
connoisseurs of catastrophe - external
and internal.
Or, what you had considered
sublime is rendered ridiculous, as
happened to me one evening. I bad
walked into tbe family room when my
children were watching an American
film on TV. I had come in just at tbe
point an actor was portraying Christ’s
agony in tbe garden of Getbsamane. It
turned out to be a remarkably convincing depiction of an excruciating cramp
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surprisingly, we do to spiritual experience what a herd of buffalos do to a
tranquil lotus pool. They stir all the
mud up, and the lotuses are thrasbed in
the mire.
Many of us succumb to despair. Or
we spin cocoons of cynicism around
ourselves as defense against a capricious Infinite. But often, through some
crack in the cocoon, we bear the sound
of laughter in Heaven, as in an amusing parable of the great Sri
Ramakrisbna : “Once a salt doll went

to measure the depth of the ocean. But
it could not come back to give a
report.” We are just as transient
as that salt doll.

“A Little Soul Carrying
a Corpse”
I am expected to summarize the vision
and work of Sri Aurobindo. But,
please, do bear in mind that there is
nothing to buy or to sell on the roads of
the Spirit. Propaganda is puerile.
Quietly, but firmly, Sri Aurobindo held
his ground against a persistent disciple,
who considered himself a public
relations expert. He wrote :
I don’t believe in advertisement
except for books etc., and in
propaganda except for politics and
patent medicines. But for serious
work it is a poison. It means either a
stunt or a boom - and stunts and
booms exhaust the thing they carry
on their crest and leave it lifeless
and broken high and dry on the
shores of nowhere - or it means a
movement. A movement in the case
of a work like mine means the
founding of a school or a sect or
some other damned nonsense. It
means that hundreds of thousands of
useless people join in and corrupt
the work or reduce it to a pompous
farce from which the Truth that was
coming down recedes into secrecy
and silence.
Sri Aurobindo is a vision which saw
the fulfillment of the yet
unaccomplished Ages. “Man is a transitional animal;” he said. “He is not
final.” What is as yet unaccomplished?
We recall the words of Epictetus,
taken away to Rome as a slave : “A
little soul carrying a corpse.” It has
always been so, since the first cry of
Life on Earth From primal microorganisms some four billion years ago,
through countless species of plant and
animal, right up to modem Man, Death
has been the constant companion of
Life. And we continue to inherit an
ever-mounting legacy of graves. All of
us end up in one, or on a funeral pyre.
And then, what? Does consciousness
itself die? Was it ever really absent,
even in inert stone and mineral?
Will the evolution of life on earth
eventually result in a conscious being
who will dispense with Death as the

Does Sri Aurobindo have a Truth for us, a
Truth not only with eyes closed and seated
cross-legged in the classical lotus position
- although that too might be part of the
process - but a palpable, living Truth of
consciousness, HERE, on Earth?
sole means of renewal and further
growth? Not, mind you, that we
ourselves, as we are, would really want
immortality for relentlessly aging and
creaking bags of skin and bones,
hosting a horde of maladies. Nor can
we bear to think that some human
monsters might eternally inflict
themselves on earth and men.
Desperate hearts and minds in an
increasingly benighted age, in spite of
all our electronic wizardries, have
every right to ask : Does Sri Aurobindo
have a Truth for us, a Truth not only
with eyes closed and seated crosslegged in the classical lotus position although that too might be part of the
process - but a palpable, living Truth
of consciousness, HERE, on Earth? A
Truth of Life - please - not a Truth
of Death, usually accompanied by what
Sri Aurobindo called ” . .
unprovisioned cheques on the Beyond.”
We need, so desperately, some
glimmer of hope that the destiny of our
species is not to wriggle and rot
beneath the stars.
We will not find the answer in our
heads. We recall Sri Aurobindo’s lines:
Or we may find when all the rest has
failed
Hid in ourselves the key of perfect
change.

The Drive To Evolve
To an extraterrestrial observer, our age
must present the aspect of a tripod
teetering on one leg. He will see our
species as enduring evolutionary
suffocation from an incredible acceleration of external and internal chaos
- not unlike the extreme asphyxiation
suffered by the reptiles at the end of
the Cretaceous Age. But, as always,
Mother Nature had a secret evolutionary intent in that suffocation. Not all
reptiles consented to extinction by
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asphyxiation.
A few came upon a magic leverage
in their cells, right in the midst of their
agonising lives. They evolved wings
- as birds - and secured release from
rapidly dehydrating swamps. The
immense journey of life on our planet
seems governed by a secret beatitude :
Blessed are those who suffocate, for
they shall have release. The walls of
the most stifling prisons will one day
topple - to reveal new dimensions of
being and consciousness.
We are in the midst of an evolutionary Time-shift - as radical as the one
from mineral to plant. Sri Aurobindo
gave us the rationale, as it were, of the
crisis of our Age: “The end of a stage
of evolution,” he said, “is usually
marked by a powerful recrudescence of
all that has to go out of the evolution.”
The Mother put it in her own unique
manner : ” . . . the entire species seems
to have reached a point where it must
break through and emerge into a new
consciousness, or else fall back into an
abyss of darkness and inertia. We can
take this as a sure sign of the infusion
into Matter of a new principle of force,
of consciousnesss, of power which,
through its very Pressure, is creating
this acute state.”
What is this principle of power,
consciousness, force? Einstein discovered a great truth : E = mc* . All matter
in the universe resolves itself into one
great Energy, not two. But, something
is missing. There remains a further
resolution to be effected, and modern
physicists are looking for the ultimate
equation they call the Unified Field,
and which they hope will explain
everything. They will keep on looking
for it, until it dawns on them that the
fundamental term of that ultimate
equation is CONSCIOUSNESS which equals E = mc* .
All consciousness, whether of jelly
fish or of mathematicians must, willy-

shall seize,
But he also knew of the unforgettable
nilly - be part of the Unified Field.
divine response to the human soul
Widening his soul-spark to an
Four thousand years ago the Mundah
epiphany
enshrined in some imperishable lines
Upanishad already knew that Matter
of Savitn’:
Of the timeless
was secret Energy, or
vastness of Infinity.
what they termed
My hidden presence led thee
Consciousnessunknowing on
Like others before
Energy. “By energism
From
thy beginning in earths
The immense
him, Sri Aurobindo
of Consciousness
voiceless bosom
had known, in
(tapas) Brahman is
journey of life on
Through life and pain and time and
conscious experience,
massed; from that
will and death.
our planet seems the timeless condition
Matter is born and
Through outer shocks and inner
governed by a
of Nirvana. In two
from Matter, Life and
silences
memorable lines of
Mind and the worlds.”
secret beatitude :
Along the mystic roads of Space and
epic spiritual
Even much earlier,
Time
Blessed are those his
testament, Savitri, he
the Rig-Veda had
To the experience which all nature
who suffocate, for captured a further
referred to the original
hides.
marvel :
and ultimate
they shall have
Consiciousness-Fire as
So flashing out of the
Sceptics may scoff, but seemingly
release.
Agni , of which it
inconscient material Nature did come
Timeless leaped the
said: “Flame with his
worlds;
out, successively, with several startling
hundred treasures. . .O knower of all
secrets it hid in that voiceless bosom.
An eternal instant is the cause of the
things born (1.59)).” And again : “He
We remember the imaginary logician
years . . .
is the child of the waters, the child of
at the beginning of earth history, as
the forests, the child of things stable
conjured by Sri Aurobindo :
He did not choose to remain in the
and the child of things that move. Even
Timeless, to fall asleep in the Infinite,
When only matter was there and
in the stone he is there (1.70.2).” For
as he put it with incomparable humor.
there was no life, if [that logician
Agni is also ” . . . the Sun dwelling in
That eternal instant must be recovered
had
been] told that there would soon
the darkness (111.39.5) - “the One
in conscious life and experience, here
be
life
on earth embodied in matter,
conscious in unconscious things.”
on earth. For if eternity is not also here,
he would have cried out, “It is
The tantrics figured and worshipped
it cannot be anywhere else. William
impossible, it cannot be done. What!
it as Shakti, or The Divine Mother.
Blake intuited this :
this mass of electrons, gases,
Call it what you like - but it is the one
chemical elements, this heap of mud
and only power.
To see a World in a Grain of Sand,
and water and stones and inert
And a Heaven in a wild Flower
metals, how are you going to get life
The Big Bang
Hold Infinity in the palm of your
in that? Will the metal walk?
hand,
The current favorite among phycisists
And Eternity in an hour.
The metal not only walked. It went on
is the theory that the Universe began,
to run and fly, feel and think, write
several billions of years ago, with what
Clearly, there is more to the
poetry and work out equations, and to
they call The Big Bang. But, at least in
adventure of consciousness on Earth
emerge, among other humans, as
private, some scientists muse that
than to vaporise on some supernal
Buddha, Plato, Shakespeare,
perhaps an all-seeing Eye not only
Height. I will echo here the harrowing
Beethoven and Einstein.
watched, but was itself the Big Bang.
cry which begins a chapter in
Some startling lines in a poem of Sri
Satprem’s latest and most powerful
Aurobindo’s, titled “Electron,” might
A Power that Shatters
book,
Evolution II : “Four billion
nourish that wonder :
Prisons
years and sorrows to vanish on high?
The electron on which forms and
But that is monstrous. And all these
We are all fond of our separate
worlds are built,
graves are monstrous.”
prisons.
Throughout history, previous
Leaped into being, a particle of God,
species have been
A spark from the eternal energy
equally
attached to
spilt,
theirs.
Nonetheless,
a
It is the Infinite’s blind minute
relentless
evolutionary
Central
to
Sri
Aurobindo’s
vision
abode. . .
power shattered all
are two perceptions. First :
kinds of more or less
Atom and molecule in their unseen
“Nothing can evolve out of Matter tolerable enclosures Plan
skins, cocoons, shells
which is not therein already
Buttress an edifice of strange
carapaces of all
onenesses,
contained.” Second : “The soul
kinds.
She is due to
Crystal and plant, insect and beast
had a prehuman past, it has a
shatter still more,
and man, beginning with our
superhuman future.”
Man on whom the World-Unity

~Auroville Landscape in the 1970’s
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